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Sanctuary Church failed to grasp Father's words 

 

Cheon Il Guk started in 2013 when Heaven (centered on True Father) and Earth (centered on True 

Mother) could unite. Kingdom of Heaven could start, because both worlds found their center. But 

ignorant and spiritually blind people like SC failed to grasp this 

 

If you don't see spiritually, like me. look at the external signs; Korea starts uniting, ministers with 

millions of followers recognize True Mother. Millions of couples are blessed each year. While SC stands 

aside of the providence, involved only in gossips, negativity and multiplication of evil. 

 

Sanctuary Church cannot deny: 

 

THE CORE of GOD'S IDEAL: 

 

God created his children Adam and Eve 

 

a) in his image and likeness, 



 

b) as his body (embodiment) and 

 

c) as Co-creators to create together with them the very core of his ideal world, which True Father 

calls Cheon Il Guk (=The Land, where two people become one) 

 

But they failed to understand Father's words about the final Blessing in 2013, where Father is clear, that 

Spiritual world and Physical world are uniting with this blessing, starting the Cosmic Kingdom. Meaning, 

Father will be already in the Spirit World. Since Sanctuary Church failed to read carefully Father's words, 

and prepared to jump into the negative mindset and active multiplication of evil, they failed to grasp the 

providence. Blinded by their own negativity they fail to see the signs of the new providential age fully 

active in today's providence. Thanks God, we still have True Mother with her love and faith, keeping 

Father's tradition, work and words. 

 

See Kook Jin's video to understand. they simply don't care about CSG or Divine Principle; they want to 

change all Father's teachings and traditions, centered on themselves. But Father said: 

 

"There is no ideology you need other than the ideology of True Parents. We should not accept 

anyone's unrighteous ideology. I cannot endorse (Hyung Jin's) ideology or anyone else's. There is 

only one ideology, that of the True Parents." CSG1 

 

There will never be another set of True Parents as Hyung Jin teaches 

 

From our Hoon Dok Hae: True Father says clearly: There will never be another set of True Parents... 

 

"True Parents never existed in the past, nor will there ever be another set of True Parents. What 

joyful news it is that the one and only True Parents to ever exist in history have emerged at this 

time! There can be no greater news than this, ever!" CSG 

 

 

 


